
 

UK TECH RIDER 

These spectacular sparkling characters will delight the crowd bursting into dance moves to cast glittering 
reflections on the surroundings. 


A guaranteed eye catcher, visually engaging and fantastic up close they are dazzling, will have the kids in 
awe and guests lining up for photos. 


Perfect for ambient corporate entertainment and public events, they can become part of a parade or mix 
and mingle through the cocktails at a reception or bring a dance floor to live. 


Available as gleaming gents with pipes and canes or glittering cap wearing dancers.


Programming: Roving walk-about characters / Meet and greet 
Available for indoors and outdoors: 1 - 4 artists.


Standard sets are 3 x 30min for walkabout / statue / photo, or 3 x 20min for dancing sets (heat), within a 3 
hour call time.

Breaks between each set: minimum 15min


Please note that on hot days or in warm spaces the artists might require more frequent breaks.  

Requirements 
Change Room  
Warm and lockable change room as close to the performance area as possible with one large table and a 
mirror if available. 

Please provide drinking water in the dressing room. 

For evening events where food is being served, a hot meal is appreciated.


Preparation Time 
It takes the artists 20 minutes to get into costume. 

As the costumes are heavy and hot the performers are unable to put the costume on much in advance of 
any scheduled performance time. 


Set Time 
It helps the artists greatly if a member of staff can let the performers know when the set time is over.


Lighting

Adding lights to the performance area will turn these characters into living Mirror Balls casting spectacular 
reflections onto the surrounding area.


Parking 
Usually we require only one parking spot.


Stewarding 
For public performances stewards may be required to accompany the performers for the duration of each 
set.


Weather  
Light drizzle does not affect the performance, however, very heavy rain might require the act to be delayed.

The Mirror Dancers

+44 758 143 8865  steffi@mirrordancers.com 


